
3 Blue

47 survey comments received. Almost all comments 
push back against eliminating the 3 blue. A few 
comments mention going back to routing pre-2019 
routing. A few comments also mention reducing 
frequency or hours of service instead of eliminating 
completely. 

No change to original recommendation. 
Area still served by 2 Green route. 2 Green runs
opposite direction of 3 Blue, but matches the
majority of its routing.

Route Suspended Route Suspended $363,676

15-Minute (6:40am-
7:10pm)

30-Minute (7:10pm-
11:10pm)

15-Minute (6am-
10am/3pm-7pm)

30-Minute (10am-
3pm/7pm-11pm)

6:00am-9:30am

2:00pm-6:00pm          
10:00pm-11:00pm

Trolley

23 survey comments recieved. Most comments 
mention the Trolley making Main Street more accessible 
to the elderly and those with disabilities. These 
comments cite narrow, steep, and slippery sidewalks as 
a barrier the trolley helps reduce. Others mention the 
tourist draw of the trolley and benefits to main street 
businesses. 

No change to original recommendation. 
Route suspended to maintain fiscal
responsibility.

Route Suspended Route Suspended $160,800

6:10am-9:10am

2:10pm-6:10pm             
10:10pm-11:10pm

7 Pink

265 survey comments recieved. All but two comments 
push back against eliminating service in the Silver 
Springs neighborhood. Many comments mention 
depending on the line for recreation, work, visiting family 
members, getting to Kimball Junction and Old Town. 
Many also mention deciding to live in the neighborhood 
based on this route. 

Based on survey results and written public 
comments, we recommend maintaining 
service to Silver Springs with reduced service 
hours to match ridership demand.

30-Minute 5:45am-10:45pm $24,522

11 Black One commenter liked that there are no changes to this 
route.

No Change. 6 Trips Daily 6 Trips Daily $0

5:30am-7:00am

11:00 pm-2:00am

On-
Demand

One comment mentions needing the same hours as the 
1 Red. Another comment mentions needing more stops 
to access Quinn’s Junction.

No Change.
*Within 15 minutes of 
requested pick-up time

7am-11pm $0 

TOTAL SAVINGS:   $1,947,949

9 Purple

24 survey comments recieved. Many comments 
mention that many Deer Valley Resort employees 
depend on the 9 Purple for employment. Most ask not to 
eliminate the route. Additionally, many mention needing 
later hours to depend on the route. A few other 
comments mention using the 9 Purple for recreation 
purposes and dislike the idea of suspending it.

Survey Comments
Reason for Proposed 
Change

Proposed 
Winter 2020-21 
Service Hours

 19 survey comments received. Many comments 
mention depending on adequate service to access 
employment. Other comments include using the 4 
orange for recreation. Some comments mention 
crowding as a potential issue on this route.

Based on survey results and feedback from 
resort stakeholders, we adjusted service hours 
to match ridership demand during peak hours 
and balance the need for fiscal responsibility.

4 Orange 30-Minute

10 White

23 survey comments recieved. Most comments 
mention that service ending at 11pm would be a 
negative impact and affect their ability to get home 
from work in Old Town.  Some comments mention the 
reduced frequency as making the route less appealing 
to ride and making it less reliable to travel to and from 
work.

$167,551

Route

1 Red

19 survey comments received. Pushback against 
reduced frequency and eliminated service to Quinn’s 
Junction. Many feel On-Demand isn’t an adequate 
replacement. Some comments mentioned the 
possibility of crowding on the 1 Red. 

6:00am-11:00pm30-Minute $379,354

No change to original recommendation. 
Quinn's Junction still served by On-Demand
service. Combined with the 5 Yellow routing,
increases frequency in areas with most
demand; reduces frequency in areas with low
demand.

Cost Savings
Proposed Winter 
2020-21 Frequency

No change to original recommendation. 
Ridership indicated that most of the need was
during peak times and to give passengers a
more frequent direct route between Ecker
Hill/KJTC to Main Street and Deer Valley

6:00am-11:00pm $203,010

No change to original recommendation. 
Adjusted frequency to match ridership
demand during peak hours.

6:40am-11:10pm $323,074

$77,18430-Minute

No change to original recommendation. 6:00am-11:00pm $157,04830-Minute

*Rides are completed on a time and space-available basis, so wait times may vary.

Based on survey results and feedback from 
resort stakeholders, we adjusted service hours 
to match ridership demand during peak 
hours.

$91,730

Mentions needing the service until 2:30 am. Also 
mentioned with needing more frequent and later 
service for Old Town employees.

6 Lime

19 survey comments recieved. Many comments 
discussed the reduced frequency mid-day as making 
this route less appealing to ride. Some mentioned the 
added service to Deer Valley Resort as potentially adding 
delays and time to the service, making it less reliable. 
However, others noted that the one-seat ride was an 
added bonus. 

City-Wide 30-Minute $0

30-Minute

2 Green
Many feel 2 Green is not adequate service without the 3 
Blue and frequently experiences delays. Reduced 
frequency will make it less appealing and less reliable. 

No change to original recommendation. 
Reduced frequency to match ridership
demand and balance the need for fiscal
responsibility.

5 Yellow
Most comments mentioned wanting direct service to 
Main Street and Deer Valley Resort. Most were worried 
about the added time and potential delays with the 
routing to PCMR. 

6:00am-11:00pm

No Change.

Proposed Winter 2020-21 Service Changes Aim to do the Following: 
•Address reduced ridership demand as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic
•Save approximatley $2 Million to make up for a $5.4 Million shortfall in tax revenue
•Balance the needs of as many riders as possible, including transit dependent riders
•Plan ahead and preserve resources for a potential long-term tax revenue shortfall


